LED name tag

Instructions

1. Stick conductive tape along the gray line as indicated on the template.

2. Stick second conductive tape along the other line as indicated on the template. **Be sure that the connective lines do not touch.**

3. Stick LED as indicated, with the positive side up and the negative side down.

4. Using scissors, cut along the solid line separating the instruction sheet from the name tag template.

5. Fold along the top dotted line down, toward the circuit and unfold.

6. Fold along the bottom dotted line up, toward the circuit and unfold.

7. Place the button battery, negative side down on the template where indicated.

8. Fold the top down over the battery, completing the circuit and lighting up the LED.

9. Fold the bottom up, and secure sandwiching the battery with a large paperclip or small office binder clip.

10. Turn over and decorate the name tag to make use of the light and incorporate your name. Now people will know your name and something special about your shining creativity.

11. Secure name tag to your shirt with a safety pin.